DOUBLING TASTE, DOUBLING HAPPINESS

One of the largest manufacturers and exporters of supreme quality rice in India and also renowned as the producer of best-quality Basmati rice and the most popular choice in the international market, Double Chabi has consistently created a robust trust in the domestic as well as international markets.

Double Chabi was founded with the vision to provide value to the consumers, be it a household in India or a dealer in any part of the world. This vision has become not only the path but also the mission to protect the inheritance of Indian Basmati Rice by promising the best quality.

BEST IN THE BUSINESS

Double Chabi, a preeminent Cargo Basmati Rice Exporter, recognized by the government of India, as well as certified by ISO 9001:2000, has been providing fine quality and nutritious Brown Cargo Rice that has a characteristically distinct aroma and a rich nutty taste. Consequently, the company has been consistently outshining other varieties in the industry, in terms of quality and flavour, with the help of their advanced and automated processing facilities and quality analysis arrangements.

Firmly committed to the promise of providing the finest quality, Double Chabi has successfully become a commercially reliable name, serving Indian and overseas clients alike since 1950.

RULING IN NUMBERS

For more than six decades, the company has dedicatedly delivered a promise through hard work & determination and as a result has set imposing benchmarks for its competitors. An export percentage of 40% and a monthly export production capacity of more than 10000 MT achieved by relentless efforts of 400 people, who put in their best every day, are not the only achievements of the company, it also deals in seven different kinds of Basmati rice in its widespread export markets of Australia, United Kingdom, Canada, the UAE, Egypt, the USA, Germany, Italy and almost every country present on the globe.
**QUALITY: THE KEY TO TASTY RICE**

To create the best, everyone at Double Chabi completely focuses on the quality of rice, as the company has adopted new and advanced processing methodologies to ensure that only the best reaches the market. Processing the rice through implements imported from Japan and the USA, the quality department is strictly supervised by professional food technologists and botanists. Believing that they represent their country in the international market and customer satisfaction is supreme, for Double Chabi maintaining top quality is the most important goal right from the stage of seed purchasing to the final dispatch of the product.

World-class infrastructure and human resource play an important role from the very beginning of the process, as the company has not only a set of well-qualified workforce, but also a farm land depicting lush green paddy fields where all the processes from seed sowing to harvesting is completed by dint of modern technique and machines.

Apart from increasing production and maintaining quality, another major focus of the company lies in the welfare of the farmers, as they not only help farmers financially, they also encourage the farmers to use the latest technologies and organic fertilizers to increase the productivity as well as the quality of their crop, thus contributing to their growth and wellbeing.

**QUANTUM LEAPS**

- Received the Best Quality Rice Award from Hon’ble Governor of Haryana.
- Is the largest exporter of finest quality basmati rice with an export percentage of 40%.